38. Laser Light Healing Process To Remove Dark
Negative Crystals In My Chakras
Beloved Malachi, Katherine Bell, Ph.D.,D.,D.
And Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in clearing and Healing my subatomic Dark Crystals that are
throughout my Body? They are packed with Negative Waste material I created and
recreated over many past lifetimes. Plus any inherited Negative patterns that I
brought with me to the physical form to Heal?
“Indeed, Indeed now what we are going to do is ask you again to let your
Consciousness merge into your Spinal Column. For here is where the Negative
Crystalline vibrations are, the Negative Thoughts, and Negative Memories.
“Let us first begin with the space between the Root Chakra and the Second
Chakra. For here is where some vibrational Essences of Consciousness that have
crystallized in their Reality, again over centuries of Time. It has been what is called
the Fight and the Struggle of living your Human Self. The Fight and the Struggle are
Feeling as though this World, the Earth World is not a safe World. In the vibration of
yourself Breathe Light into this portion of the Spinal Column, between the 1 st and 2nd
Chakras. Bring Light that is unto your Consciousness a Laser that can Blast away the
crystalline vibrations that you call the Dark Crystals. Feel the movement, as the
crystalline vibration is splattered by the Laser, let it be eliminated through your Auric
Field, released into the Etheric Vibrations, cast upon the Power of the Divine to Purify
it.
“Now come up through the Spinal Column, next you are going to join the Force
Field between your Solar Plexus and the Heart Chakra. It is Very Important that this
vibratory spot of Consciousness is cleared! You can again align here and recognize the
crystalline consciousness. It is the Crystalline Consciousness of Not accepting Self. As
you reside in it again, you are going to Bring the Laser Light of the Universe through
this spot as well. Transforming this Energy, splattering it again, that it moves out of

your Auric Field into the Ethereal Field where the Divine Transforms it, Purifies it and
Purges it from your Consciousness.
“Then come again a bit further up the spine come into the Energy of the
thoracic that is the vibration of the throat. It is between the Heart and the Throat
Chakra at the Spinal Column. Here the Dark Crystals crystalline Consciousness that
has been held is a vibration you have taken through many lifetimes. Through your
words you have been harmed. Through speaking you have been called to death. The
removal of your Head in one of the lifetimes. The simply breaking of your neck in
another lifetime. The causing of vibrational disturbances to the vocal cord so that
your words could not be heard, your Truth could not be spoken, your Wisdom could
not be shared. You want to break this vibration. Again see the Laser Beam of Light
Scatter this crystalline form of Consciousness Releasing it throughout your Auric Field
and into the Etheric Spaces. Again acknowledging the Higher Consciousness, the
Divine Purifies and Purges this from your Reality.
“Now let us have you come to your Medulla for here consistently growing and
regrowing is the crystalline vibration. IT IS THAT WHICH YOU WANT TO SPATTER, FOR
IT BLOCKS YOUR MEMORY OF YOUR TRUE SOURCE SELF! It keeps you remembering
you are separate. It keeps you striving for Evaluation of Oneness but Fearing it. Bring
that Laser Light Beam there. Break the Field, let it splatter Beyond you. Let the
Universal Purging take form here, as these vibrations crystallize as they are breaking
apart.
“We ask you to Breathe in the Energy of Purist Light of the Divine, through your
Nose and Stop at your 3rd Eye. Let that Beautiful Light Merge with your 3rd Eye.
Breathe it to your Pineal Gland, merging changing the chemistry here. Then Breathe it
further to the Medulla Allowing that Oneness Consciousness, the Sacred Memory of
Source to be what Emerges Here and flowing down the Spinal Column. YOU ARE
PERFECT ONENESS. LET THE BREATH VITALIZE THAT KNOWING ALL THE WAY DOWN
THAT BEAUTIFUL COLUMN OF LIGHT RELEASING ANYTHING ELSE THAT WANTS TO
REMAIN THERE.

“As you let the Energy Rise back up through the Spine tapping the Medulla,
tapping the Pineal, tapping the Pituitary in the area of the 3 rd Eye. You allow yourself
to know that in the alignment you are a Sacred Being and All that you are experiencing
on the Earth has been for the Goodness of Knowing and Comprehending the Dense
Matter of Earthly Existence. Know that you have not done something wrong. You
have simply made a Journey! You have Done Everything Right and your Human
condition is a Sacred Event.”
Thank you so much Malachi
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